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Abstract - The present paper relates to Compute-Communicate Continuum (“CCC”) technology, which challenges today‟s 

use model of Computing and Communications as independent but interfacing entities.  CCC technology conflates computing 
and communications to create a new breed of device.  Compute-Communicate Continuum metal algorithms allow a software 
programmer to compile/link/load and run his software application directly on device hardware providing Super Computing 
and Extreme Low Latency links for demanding financial applications and other applications.  CCC based multiple CCC-
DEVICE hardware platforms can be interconnected using its ELL “Metal Shared Memory Interconnects” form what looks 
like a “single” machine that crosses different geographies, asset classes, and trading venues.  Thus, the technology enables 
the creation of a new category of Compute-Communicate devices (CCC-DEVICE Series appliances) that can connect 
multiple geographically distributed locations with extreme low latency and provide supercomputing for distributed data 

using High Performance Embedded Computing (HPEC) and Extreme Low Latency (ELL) Communications.  
 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

In view of the foregoing background, the present 

disclosure relates to a device, system, and method, 

which use dynamic systolic array networks to enable 
compute-communicate continuum technology. The 

system includes a new architecture. The present 

disclosure relates to Compute-Communicate 

Continuum (“CCC”) technology, which challenges 

today‟s use model of Computing and 

Communications as independent but interfacing 

entities.  Today in the computer science world, 

Computing and Communications are two different 

engineering disciplines. We have addressed the 

inability of computer engineers to effectively utilize 

the computing and communications power by 

combining them in the “Compute - Communicate 
Continuum”. 

 

The device, system and method of the present 

disclosure conflate computing and communications to 

create a new breed of device.  Compute-

Communicate Continuum metal algorithms allow a 

software programmer to compile/link/load and run his 

software application directly on device hardware 

(“the metal”) providing Super Computing and 

Extreme Low Latency links for demanding financial 

applications and other applications.  CCC based 
multiple CCC-DEVICE hardware platforms can be 

interconnected using its ELL “Metal Shared Memory 

Interconnects” form what looks like a “single” 

machine that crosses different geographies, asset 

classes, and trading venues.  Thus, the technology 

enables the creation of a new category of Compute-

Communicate devices (CCC-DEVICE Series 

appliances) that can connect multiple geographically 

distributed locations with extreme low latency and 

provide supercomputing for distributed data using 

High Performance Embedded Computing (HPEC) 

and Extreme Low Latency (ELL) Communications. 
CCC-DEVICE metal algorithms allow a software 

programmer to compile/link/load and run his software 

application directly on device hardware (“the metal”) 

providing Super Computer Performance and Extreme 

Low Latency links for demanding applications.   

 
The disclosure introduces 4D computers wherein the 

communications becomes not only fundamental but 

also integral part of the architecture of the computers.  

Such uniquely designed compute-communicate 

devices using CCC technology become polymorphic 

acting both communications and computing devices. 

The multi-core CCC-Devices built based on CCC 

technology can be seamlessly interconnected to form 

extendable multi-device fabric consisting of High 

Performance Embedded Compute nodes to act as one 

computer.  Thus, creating what we term Fabric as a 

System (FaST) from device polymorphism. 
The method uses FPGA multicore in this system in 

which FPGAs can be used as general-purpose 

computer running any typical application written in 

conventional programming language such as C/C++ 

or any interpreted languages such as Matlab/ Python/ 

SLANG with compile/link/run without the burden of 

an operating system with systolic parallelism. 

 

1. II. LITERATURE REVIEW AND STATE OF 

KNOWLEDGE 

 
The references appended to this research indicate the 

work done on the application of Einstein‟s Theory of 

Relativity on computers and mathematics but there is 

no significant technology developed and being used 

in computing. The main reason could be all computer 

models are confined to Church-Turing barrier that is 

any computer model or physical thought experiment 

will always be simulatable by Turing Machine. At the 

time of Church-Turing on 1930‟s many are aware of 

Newtonian mechanics and hardly understood 

Einstein‟s mechanics of Space-Time equations. No 

one guessed space and time are inter dependent and 
cannot exist independently. Now similarly the author 
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using the same Einstein‟s equations to prove 

Computing and Communications are inter dependent 
and cannot exist independently in Distributed 

Automata for real-time data processing. The 

technology built on this this mechanics of Compute-

Communicate equations and the computers built on 

this technology will be beyond Church-Turing 

barrier. 

 

The other references appended to this research 

indicate the work done on multiprocessors, FPGA, 

systolic arrays and evolving technology. Of late 

Intel‟s multicore chips, and using XLINX/ALTERA 

FPGA‟s as co-processors, InfiniBand (IB) Fabrics 
and NVidia‟s GPU‟s (Graphics Processing Unit) have 

established their presence in the High-Performance 

Computing (HPC) industry as High-performance 

interconnects and computing modules. Such solutions 

help increase computing power and communication 

speed but only independently. Acting independently 

needs special interconnecting hardware or unifying 

OS. In addition, acting independently has inherent 

problems such as programming these connected 

devices with different device driver software. As long 

as compute and communicate are independent 
functions, they do not produce a whole that is greater 

than the sum of the component functions[13] / [14]. 

 

2.1. Symmetric Multi-Processing (SMP) Model 

In symmetric Multiprocessing model several 

processors are controlled by same OS. How nice it 

would have been to the HPC models if symmetric 

multiprocessing (SMP) could somehow magically 

scale well beyond 32, 64, or 128 processors. And it 

would even be a vast improvement if NUMA scaling 

worked well over hundreds or even thousands of 

sockets. The programming models would have been 
easier because the management of coherency across 

processing elements and their related memories 

would have been embedded in hardware and largely 

masked from programmers. Instead of a cluster of 

discrete servers, everyone would be using something 

that looked, for all intents and purposes, like a giant 

workstation with hundreds, thousands, and maybe 

even tens of thousands of threads. 

 

But unfortunately, SMP doesn‟t scale well and 

NUMA cannot scale not more than few 10s of 
sockets and has been relatively expensive. Because of 

this that both the hyperspaces and HPC shops 

invented alternative methods of parallelizing their 

applications and distributing them across clustered 

network servers, and this begat Message Passing 

Interface (MPI) in the HPC world and Hadoop in the 

hyperscale world. 

 

Recently the max scaling of SMP server is up by 32 

sockets, while the SGI‟s UV 3000s are based on the 

NUMA Link 6 interconnect and scale up to 256 

sockets. More recently, Cray‟s Urika systems with 

their massively multi-cored “ThreadStorm” 

processors can lash together a whopping 8,192 
processors and 512 TB of main memory into a single 

shared memory system. That‟s 1.05 million threads, a 

stunning and elegant thing. Though Cray has a global 

addressing scheme for its XC series of 

supercomputers, but it is less tightly coupled than 

NUMA and not, as yet, aimed at more generic 

enterprise applications but for very specific – and 

appropriately so – simulation and modeling 

applications. 

 

2.2. InfiniBand  

is the result of a merging of two different projects, 
Future I/O and Next Generation I/O. The projects 

aimed at creating new I/O technology for connecting 

systems with peripherals and eventually replacing 

other I/O interfaces like PCI (Peripheral Component 

Interconnect), Fiber Channel and even Ethernet and 

become the unified backbone of the datacenter. In 

short, InfiniBand entered the system scene from the 

I/O side (or the “outside”) of systems. In the 

InfiniBand architecture the main processors at each 

end of a connection cannot address each other‟s 

memory or I/O devices directly[15]. This means that 
all communications on InfiniBand requires an 

external software driver to control the communication 

and handle buffers for the RDMA (Remote Direct 

Memory Access) engines. Thus, for InfiniBand, the 

sending program must set up the RDMA engine 

through a number of accesses to the IB adapter in the 

I/O system and then the RDMA engine will read the 

data from memory and send it across the interconnect 

fabric. 

 

2.3. NumaConnect 

NumaScale‟sNumaConnect™ technology enables 
computer system vendors to build scalable servers 

with the functionality of enterprise mainframes at the 

cost level of clusters. The technology unites all the 

processors, memory and I/O resources in the system 

in a virtualized environment controlled by standard 

operating systems. Systems based on NumaConnect 

will efficiently support all classes of applications 

using shared memory or message passing through all 

popular high-level programming models. System size 

can be scaled to 4k nodes where each node can 

contain multiple processors. Memory size is limited 
by the 48-bit physical address range provided by the 

Opteron processors resulting in a total system main 

memory of 256 TB. The shared address space allows 

processors to access remote memory directly without 

any software driver intervention and no overheads 

associated with setting up RDMA transfers. This 

allows all processors in a NumaConnect system to 

address all memory and all memory mapped I/O 

devices directly[16]. 

2.4. Cray Vector Machines 

Industry veterans who in the 15 years before that had 

seen the field move from single processor monsters 
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with vector capabilities from the brains of Seymour 

Cray through the massively parallel machines of 
Thinking Machines. One of the major problems had 

to do with data decomposition and how to handle 

dependencies between processes and how to maintain 

the big picture when the problems were sliced to fit 

the individual memories of the computing nodes. The 

vector machines grew their capabilities through a 

moderate amount of parallel processors operating on 

a huge, shared memory that allowed programmers to 

operate on the whole problem. The parallel machines 

forced programmers to write software to exchange 

data between processes through explicit messages and 

out of this grew the dominant communication library 
for HPC called MPI - Message Passing Interface. 

Although Cray vector machines computing has 

solved some of the computing problems by 

decomposing the program into massively parallel 

tasks, it still requires enormous amount of effort in 

parallelizing the problem and even if it is done, most 

of the delay is due to massage passing traffic from 

processors to data [17]. 

 

III. RESEARCH GAPS AND FUTURE 

RESEARCH 
 

Complex Financial Engineering Models are 

demanding better performance from existing 

hardware; want lesser number of physical servers to 

be deployed, while maintaining application 

performance. 

 

In the last decade, Moore‟s Law in Computinghas 

fueled three trends: The proliferation in the number of 

discrete microprocessor cores within a single device, 

the proliferation of multiple interconnected devices 

within close proximity to each, and the creation of 
vast “clouds” of interconnectedservers, available on 

demand, residing on the Internet. 

 

At the same time Moor‟s Law in Communications 

fuels demand for band-width in communication 

trunks, i.e. for every 18 months the band-width is 

being doubled in each trunk by adding extra circuits. 

This we can see in any bank or organization whose 

data-centers are inter-connected requires extra 

circuits to increase their band-width requirements. 

 
This industry shift to “many-cores” to achieve 

performance came with a critical flaw. 

DavidPatterson, the co-inventor of the RISC 

architecture, which is now used in nearly all 

processordesigns, summarized it succinctly: 

 

“The semiconductor industry threw the equivalent of 

a Hail Mary pass when it switched from making 

microprocessors run faster to putting more of them on 

a chip – doing so without any clear notion of how 

such devices would in general be programmed.” 

 

3.1. Gaps in Current Computing Models 

Architecting applications for Financial Engineering 
Models that balance speed, performance, scalability, 

reliability and power consumption will be extremely 

challenging.Scaling software to run efficiently on 

parallel and heterogeneous architectures is a 

challenge.The main challenges for novel processors 

are programmability and software availability. 

Traders and financial institutions will increasingly 

demand ROI evidence to help justify large high-end 

investments. Trading across multiple trading venues 

demand supercomputing fueled by the petascale / 

exascale computing power. 

 
Since the dawn of the modern computer era, 

increased performance has come almost entirely from 

making a single processing core run faster, and faster, 

and faster. But that era is over. If you want things to 

go faster, you‟re going to have to do parallel 

computing. That appears to leave us at an impasse: 

we cannot increase processor clock rates without 

literally melting the silicon, and yet the alternative, 

multicore parallel programming, has proven to be a 

really hard concept. To break that impasse we need a 

simple, effective methodology that: 
 

 Eliminates existing barriers to adoption of multicore 

parallel computing model. 

 Eliminates the programmer to parallelize a program 

on multi-core and the computing model must be 

capable of automating the same whether program is 

written in for single core or multi-core paradigm. 

 Fosters the design of reliable, deterministic bug-free 

multicore software. 

Unfortunately, current multicore-parallel-computing 

methodologies fall far short of these ideals. 
 

3.2. Gaps in Communications Models 

When TCP/IP was deployed in 1983 it allowed the 

Internet routers to become much less complex than 

X.25 or NCP (the original ARPANET protocol. They 

need not manage flow rates and lost packets as TCP 

leaves this task to the edges (sender & receiver). This 

was good while computers were too slow and lacked 

sufficient memory to improve things inside the net. 

Recently however, computers with many fast cores 

and lots of fast memory have become capable of 

supporting the required functions at 10 Gbps and 
soon 100 Gbps. Thus, it is time to add rate and 

congestion management inside the Internet. This is a 

major mind shift for the router companies and most 

network experts, as this has always been considered 

“unfeasible” and “incompatible”. A complete solution 

plan which can isolate the solution to upgrade the 

network trunk by trunk increasing link efficiency, 

while at the same time saving Capex (capital 

expense.) is needed. 

 

There is a great need for faster connections and a 
real-time response time demand that cannot be 
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achieved with the legacy TCP/IP protocol.  TCP/IP 

utilization on a typical circuit (Trunk) must run at 
50% packet throughput on average to avoid packet 

loss and network delay concerns. Which is a 

fundamental problem with existing communications. 

 

Recent “Roberts-Harsha” FSA (Flow State Aware) 

Protocol measures the rate of every flow and then 

provides rapid feedback to the sender to adjust their 

rate. Done locally and rapidly (not once per round trip 

time) this allows improving the trunk utilization to 

95% with strong stability and low packet loss. Once 

the flows on a trunk are rate controlled locally, they 

maintain this rate end-to-end and thus ensure the 
routers at the trunk ends are not overloaded so as to 

impact these flows. Though FSA protocol greatly 

improves communications performance it still based 

on TCP/IP, based on OS and acts as add-on module 

to any computing device and not as a fundamental 

module along with computing module. 

 

IV. DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 

TECHNOLOGY 

 

The proposed technology in this paper relates to a 
compute-communicate-continuum (“CCC”) 

technology in which the idea of computability is 

intimately connected with the nature of Time, 

relevance of space-time theory seems to be 

unquestionable. If processing cores form on X-axis 

and Memory on Y-axis the communications become 

Z-axis and Time/Geography (as per Einstein‟s theory, 

there is no difference between space and time) 

providing the 4th dimension thus producing 4D 

computers wherein the communications becomes not 

only fundamental but also integral part of the 

architecture of the computers.  

 
Fig-1 

 

 
Fig-2 

 

As seen in FIG. 1, in today‟s computer architecture, if 

processing cores form on the X-axis and Memory on 

the Y-axis, the computers built on these axes are 2D 

computers, which require a communications set-up 
externally that may be with NIC cards or a unifying 

OS across two such computers[8].   

 

By contrast, as seen in FIG. 2, in the CCC paradigm, 

if processing cores form on the X-axis and Memory 

on the Y-axis, the communications become the Z-

axis, and geography/space (Time) become 4th 

dimension thereby presenting 4-dimensional 

computers wherein the communications becomes not 

only a fundamental but also an integral part of the 

computer‟s architecture.  Such uniquely designed 

compute-communicate devices using CCC 
technology become polymorphic, as they act as both 

communications and computing devices. Such 

devices must be easily programmable on multi-core 

as they are built with thousands of cores. Hence with 

systemic determinism, this technology leads to the 

distributed parallel computing relativistic in nature, 

wherein it gives raise to the principle to imagine 

computers in plurality in a sense multiple computer as 

a single device. The authors coined the name of this 

driving principle of Compute-Communicate 

Continuum technology as Relativity Computing as 
opposed to Quantum Computing. 

 

Achieving Relativity Computing means such 

uniquely designed compute-communicate devices 

using CCC technology will not have any difference 

between space (Memory/Cores/Geography) and Time 

(latency) produces Relativity Computing making any 

geographically distributed compute nodes as one 

single big computing system. Devices built on CCC 

technology become polymorphic acting both 

communications and computing devices. They must 

be easily programmable on multi-core as they are 
built with thousands of cores. 

 

In the past many were successful in integrating „data 

communicationsand processing‟ in a multi-processor 

chips i.e. within a processing node and in between 

processing nodes using shared memory and message 

passing semantics i.e. Alewife[4], J-Machine of 

MIT[5,6]& recent FLASH multi-processor [7] of 

Sandford University. But they all are useful on single 

machine to interconnect processing modes in a 

multiprocessor and confined to local processing. 
Whereas the proposed CCC technology not only 

integrates the local processing nodes but also 

seamlessly integrates geographically distributed 

(long-haul) such multiprocessors into one big fabric 

of multi-processors. Such fabric of multi-processors 

can provide distributed supercomputing for real-time 

information processing, i.e. real-time synchronization 

of live databases which are geographically distributed 

e.g. NY, London, Tokyo, or Enterprise Risk 

Management for geographically distributed 

corporation in real-time. The multi-core CCC-

Devices built on CCC technology can be seamlessly 
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interconnected to form an extendable multi-device 

fabric consisting of High Performance Embedded 
Compute nodes to act as one computer.  Thus, in a 

CCC fabric, though they are multiple in number, the 

computing nodes act as one single system by sharing 

memory and their multi-core compute nodes.   

 

The CCC-Devices in this fabric are interconnected by 

a “Metal Shared Memory Interconnects” (MSMI) 

protocol, which is a light-weight extreme low latency 

(ELL) protocol based on shared memory long haul 

interconnects over wide area network (WAN) links.  

MSMI provides a scalable, low-latency, high 

bandwidth long haul interconnect with full support 
for cache coherence and can help scale an unlimited 

number of compute nodes/cores while still able to be 

programed for and achieve multi core parallel 

programming.  All memory mapping is handled 

through the standard address translation tables in the 

memory management fully controlled on the metal, 

which allows all processors in a system connected 

with MSMI to address all long-haul memory and all 

memory mapped I/O devices directly.  Accordingly, 

MSMI scales without limits with the number of cores 

or with inter-core distances.  Such a system of multi-
core and multi-device fabric forms new technology 

called “Fabric as a System Technology,” or FaST. 

 

Now these clusters built over FaST fabrics enable 

high performance network  Connectivity across WAN 

links help to run user specific large scale distributed 

processing on large/high frequency data sets (for 

instance widely distributed CCC devices can process 

and precisely estimate market data quantities 

including volatility, correlation and betas from 

multiple trading venues across times zones placed in 

the shared memory by market data feeds); easy 
implementation of synchronization/replication of 

distributed databases over large distances in near real-

time on high frequency data; and/or a WAN-sized, 

efficient, shared storage system for historical market 

data analytics.  

Compute-Communicate Continuum supercomputing 

technology increases computational power by 

creating high performance computational pipelines 

either on multi-core FPGAs or on conventional Xeon 

cores.  In order to program/run any application on 

these CCC systems, CCC supercomputing streams a 
sequence of instructions to convert them into 

dynamic systolic arrays, which can run on these cores 

without any OS burden, at wire speeds and achieve 

supercomputing.  The architectural design uses and 

applies a new form of parallelism on multi-core on 

FPGA silicon, i.e. specifically by configuring a single 

mid-sized FPGA into a 700+ processing many-core 

IC. 

 

4.1. CCC Compute Model 

As seen in FIG. 3, a complete processing core can be 

created on FPGA using the available programmable 

elements on the FPGA.  In other words, by using 

some of the primitive units of gate arrays, flip-flops, 
memory, DSP, logic blocks and routing components, 

a CCC processing core can be configured using 

hardware programming language Verilog.  The same 

process can be repeated to create a multiple number 

of CCC cores on the FPGA to include all primitive 

units available.  Nearly 700- 1500 such cores can be 

replicated on one FPGA. 

 
Fig-3 

 
The bit map files for a processing core 3 can be 

reused on all other FPGAs to create the similar cores, 

a process known as “tinkering” or “cloning” the 

FPGA.  Using hardware primitives such as 

programmable logic arrays available on the FPGA, a 

block small Data Distributer 12, a local memory unit 

14 of 4K memory with 1K cache, an execution unit 

16 by using Logic Blocks, and a Data aggregator 18, 

all of which can be created using Verilog.  A Task 

manager 20 to pass the execution instructions and an 

optional DMA engine 22 to bypass and read memory 
from the I/O interface (not shown) can also be 

created. 

 

When any program logic‟s Systolic array cell 10 is 

mapped onto this “Composite Core” as in Fig. 8, the 

Task Manager 20 reads the instructions provided in 

the systolic array and the data provided from the cell 

are executed in the execution unit 16.  The data 

reading and instruction passing through the I/O ports 

are fully controlled by MSMI protocol 24 whose 

complete architectural design is described in the 

“CCC-Communications Model” section.  With this 
design, a full-blown reconfigurable compute-

communicate processing core 10 is created on any 

FPGA. 

 

As shown in FIG. 4, the CCC-Compute-

Communicate cores created on the FPGA are to be 

connected for controlling, addressing and assigning 
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them to the Systolic Array cells or processing 

elements (“PEs”) 52 and they are capable of 
executing few instructions individually.  This forms 

basic infrastructure to configure systolic array cells 

onto the CCC cores in FPGA to form Systolic array 

networks.  The Network on Chip (NoC) connects all 

these cores and their memory and has the address of 

each CCC core.  It also controls the data traffic 

physically between core-to-core, core to memory and 

memory to I/O on the FPGA, whereas the Systolic 

array cells mapped on these cores drives the data 

logically between core-to-core, core-to-memory and 

memory-to-I/O.  The design of the NoC also takes 

care of the bandwidth bottlenecks and overseas the 
smooth flow of data between core-to-core, core-to-

memory and memory-to-I/Os. 

 

 
Fig-4 

 

FIG. 5 shows an example of the physical architecture 

of the CCC-NoC.  The architecture of the NOC 54 

has to take care of both interconnecting of the CCC 

metal cores 10, which can be between 700–1500 in 

number, and also providing the bandwidth 

requirement of the data traffic between the cores and 
the Shared Memory that they all transmit (write) 

/receive (read) data.  To ensure real-time processing, 

the architecture of the NoC provides low latency high 

bandwidth data communications between the CCC 

cores and the Shared Memory blocks.  All the data 

communications between the processors are driven by 

the self-steering Systolic array networks which are 

mapped on to these CCC cores, resulting in the same 

data being transferred to many such systolic networks 

(i.e. One to Many transactions to multiple such 

systolic networks).  A right interconnect topology 

(Mesh/Ring/Star) can be chosen among the CCC 
cores for fast data communications.  The data from 

many Systolic Networks can be moving to one 

Systolic network resulting in Many to One 

transactions (i.e. aggregation of data).  There can be 

many multi-clock frequency issues when the data is 

being transferred from many primitive FPGA blocks 

such as Memory to CCC cores, Memory to Memory 

(i.e., direct memory access, or “DMA”) and to CCC 

cores to CCC cores. 

 

 

 
Fig-5 

 

FIG. 6 shows the operation 100 of a CCC-NoC 

Shared Memory switch 70 in accordance with an 

embodiment of the present technology.  As seen in 

FIG. 5, the architecture of the switch 70 is based on 

high speed Shared Memory to interconnect the CCC-

Cores 10 with the Shared Memory Banks 60, which 

are SRAM based.  The design of the switch 70 

emphasizes much on the synchronization of packets 

of memory arriving rate and the memory access 

delays.  The switch traffic is driven by the MSMI 
protocol, which converts memory locations-based 

CAS/RAS into CCC-packets and if the location of the 

Shared memory remote it creates required no. of 

flows and does memory to memory transfers.  

Referring to FIG. 6, when a packet arrives, it is 

immediately placed in a queue that is dedicated to its 

outgoing port, where it will wait for its turn to depart.  

As the NoC is local to any FPGA, the local 

packetization of the memory is not required and 

directly transfers to the memory‟s using direct 

memory access (“DMA”).   

 
Fig-6 

 

FIG. 7 illustrates how a sea of interconnected CCC 
cores can be created, where several FPGA‟s 

interconnected in a particular topology results in 

thousands of cores.  The number of cores created on 

the FPGA is connected to access them.  Systolic array 

cells are configured on these CCC cores on FPGA to 

form Systolic array networks.  The mapped systolic 

array cells on CCC cores drive the data and the 

instructions for computing and communications at the 

native clock rate of the FPGA.  The data interface 

from I/O  to local memory of the CCC core is like a 

DMA device.  
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Fig-7 

 

As per CCC-Programming paradigm, any program 

logic sequence of instructions can be converted to 
dynamic systolic array networks, which can run on 

these CCC-cores at wire speeds. A typical systolic 

array network can be mapped as one set of 

instructions executing as one unit.  FIG. 8 illustrates a 

logical mapping of a systolic array on the CCC-cores, 

where several systolic array processing elements are 

interacting logically on physically connected CCC-

cores.  The “Event Driven Data controller/scheduler” 

orchestrates the I/O operation of the systolic network  

with other systolic networks.  All activities such as 

writing/reading the data from I/O on to the shared 

memory area are controlled by “Event Driven 
Memory controller/scheduler” using MSMI protocol.  

In the same manner, as shown in FIG. 22, several 

such dynamic systolic array networks will be working 

and CCC-cores at any particular time completing the 

program logic to run at wire speeds, thereby 

providing super-computing.  Multiple networks of 

systolic arrays of an application become systolic 

processors with computing pipelines. 

 
Fig-8 

FIG. 9 shows the physical connectivity between the 

CCC-cores on the modified FPGA.  Dynamic systolic 

array networks are mapped on top of these physically 

connected cores, thereby connecting these cores 
logically.   

 
Fig-9 

 

A typical network of systolic array is shown in FIG. 
10.  The CCC Programming model converts any 

program‟s sequence of instructions into dynamic 2D 

systolic arrays[11] that are connected logically, which 

can then be mapped on the cores 10 shown in FIG. 9.  

The logical connectivity can be between any two 

cores on these physically connected cores 10 and is 

established by MSMI protocol.   
 

 
Fig-10 

 

FIG. 23 illustrates a topology of FPGAs to form a 

CCC-Device.  As discussed above, CCC-cores can be 

created and replicated on FPGA, connecting them 

with a corresponding number of SRAM based 

memory banks with the CCC-NoC, as seen in FIGS. 

4 and 5.  Such modified FPGAs can be 

interconnected in a particular topology dedicating 

each of them for specific functions (SoCs), such as 
computing and communication activities (e.g., flow 

controller, DSM controller, Systolic array mapping 

on to CCC cores, etc.).  Such topologies of FPGAs 

can be formed together as a CCC-Device with I/O 

interface to a gateway, storage, DB etc.  A driver S/W 

SoC can program these cores on FPGA by creating 

Dynamic Systolic array networks on them.  These 

devices can be geographically distributed and remain 

connected, forming a fabric of CCC-Devices which 

can be seamlessly connected acting as one system as 

though they are multiple in number. 

 

 
Fig-23 

 

 
Top Level CCC-Device Architecture(Fully on FPGA 

cores No OS or Co-Processor is used) 

 

With the topologies of FPGAs as discussed above can 

be formed as CCC-Device with I/O interface to 
gateway, storage, DB etc. A driver S/W SoC can 

program these cores on FPGA by creating Dynamic 

Systolic array networks on them. These devices can 
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be geographically distributed, and they too can be 

connected forming again a “Fabric of CCC-Devices”, 
which can be seamlessly connected acting as one 

system as though they are multiple in no. 

 

4.2. CCC Communications Model 

Key to addressing the communications challenges in 

CCC technology is the use of Metal Shared Memory 

Interconnects (MSMI).  MSMI provides 

communications between memories, cores, and 

between memory and cores.   

 

Currently existing shared memory interconnects work 

well within short distances but become less effective 
over long distances between memories.  Today‟s 

shared memory interconnects solutions for long 

distances suffer due to the legacy protocol TCP/IP 

based communications over WAN links.  By contrast, 

all tasks on one CCC appliance can access all 

memory and IO resources of other configured CCC 

appliances in a fabric of CCC appliances. 

 

The MSMI protocol supports large size packet 

transfers and parallel communication streams to 

improve the bandwidth utilization of the WAN link 
significantly.  The MSMI protocol supports WAN 

distances of up to 20,000 miles to create high 

performance CCC fabric architectures.  With MSMI 

protocol, a wide area high performance 

implementation of a fabric as a system with multiple 

distributed interconnected computing nodes, called 

“Fabric as System Technology” (FaST), can be 

achieved. 

 

The MSMI concept is to introduce two CCC-Devices, 

one at either end of any trunk running MSMI metal 

algorithms.  When CCC-Devices deployed in FaST 
fabric, any two devices are programmed to feel as if 

they w were next to each other relativistically, even 

though the distances between them may be thousands 

of miles.  The two CCC-Devices are connected at 

either end of a trunk, where MSMI passes all non-

MSMI traffic unchanged but accelerates the MSMI 

data/memory transfers to the highest rate feasible on 

the trunk, subject to the source and destination 

computers capability.  

 

Comparing MSMI with TCP protocol, TCP flows are 
rate limited by the round-trip delay over their path so 

as to typically limit the transfer rate to 35-95 Mbps.  

With the CCC-Devices installed on a 1 Gbps trunk a 

single TCP flow can be accelerated to 950 Mbps and 

on a 10 Gbps trunk to between 3.5 Gbps to 9.5 Gbps 

thus providing acceleration of 10:1 for 1 Gbps trunks 

and up to 100:1 for 10 Gbps trunks.  The CCC-

Devices which are interconnected with MSMI 

protocol are also constantly monitor the total trunk 

utilization and thus ensure that the total utilization 

does not exceed the trunk capacity by rapidly 

adjusting all MSMI traffic, thereby protecting the 

switches or routers at either end from overload.  This 

insures that there is minimal to no packet loss or 
synchronization, thus raising the trunk utilization to 

95% rather than the typical maximum of 50%.  This 

avoids the addition of a second trunk to improve 

throughput, resulting in major cost savings even after 

adding the CCC-Devices. 

 

As discussed above, CCC-Cores have their own 

individual memories, cache and I/O.  Each core‟s I/O 

is embedded with the MSMI protocol code.  The 

MSMI protocol is lightweight and not hardwired, but 

fully reconfigurable.  This makes each CCC-core 

both a computing element and a communications 
element.  The systolic arrays that are mapped on these 

cores drive the data movement from a core‟s 

individual memory to I/O, from one I/O of the core to 

another I/O of another core, or onto another memory 

that can be a Centralized Shared Memory buffer. 

 

When data at different I/O ports of the cores or 

memory is to be sent, such data is written onto a 

centralized shared buffer memory with MSMI 

protocol.  When the time arrives for this data to be 

received and processed, the data is read from this 
shared buffer memory by MSMI protocol and sent to 

the I/O of the cores by the systolic array cells mapped 

on these cores.  This allows systolic cells to 

communicate and synchronize without any header 

information overheads.  This low-level 

communication makes it possible for the systolic cells 

to increase their computing power for parallel 

processing.  Data from I/O ports will be used as they 

arrive and need not always be buffered in the systolic 

cell‟s local memory unless it is required by the 

computation.  Frequent access to the local memory 

typically reduces the cell‟s performance and the 
reduced access to local memory access translates into 

increased computation performance.  Thus, every cell 

of a systolic array accesses the MSMI protocol bit 

map and does I/O transmissions with other cells, 

making them not only processing but also 

communication elements. 

 

Typical full-blown program logic may constitute 

several networks of the Systolic Arrays. These 

networks may require more CCC-cores than available 

on a single FPGA. Because of this, the systolic array 
networks are mapped on to several FPGA‟s CCC-

cores.  At times these FPGA‟s can be locally 

connected with in a CCC-Device or in another 

device, which may be thousands of miles away.  

When the MSMI is used for communicating across 

the CCC-Devices that are thousands of miles apart, it 

uses Packetization, Flow controlling and Ack-

processing for low latency and high throughput data 

transmission, as discussed further below. 

 

As used herein, “local communication” refers to the 

communication between the two cells that are 
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mapped on to the two cores that are on the same 

FPGA.  
 

As used herein, “global communication” refers to 

when two Systolic cells are mapped onto two CCC-

cores, which are on two different FPGA cores, or 

when any two cores that are on two different CCC-

Devices whose Shared Memory is mapped across the 

CCC devices. 

 

As used herein, a “packet” refers to a memory 

element, which can be addressed by its CAS/RAS 

and can be framed to have header/address and data by 

the MSMI protocol. 
 

As used herein, “Flow Block” refers to when there is 

an access to the shared memory across two CCC-

Devices a physical transfer of “memory 

contents”/data between two memory pools takes 

place. The memory transfer is based on memory 

address to memory address, and the source address 

and destination address forms a Flow Block. Several 

blocks of memory of a pool can be transferred as 

multiple Flows through MSMI protocol. 

 
As used herein, “Packet Block” refers to the memory 

content of one memory block‟s row of RAS, which 

can be sent in small packets in one Flow Block.  In 

the same way several rows of a memory block (RAS) 

can be packetized into multiple packets by “Packet 

Controller” (PC). Each Flow Block will have its own 

Packet Blocks of such packets. For example, if the 

memory pool has 1000 RAS/CAS (Column/Row 

Address Strobe) then if the 100 CAS column access 

memory elements can be sent in the first write they 

form a Packet Block of the same Flow Block and the 

next 100 can be next Packet Block of the same Flow 
Block. Accordingly, each Flow Block will have 

several Packet Blocks attached to it. 

 

As used herein, the “CCC-Ack process” takes care to 

resend the packets from Flow Block/Packet Block if 

they are not reached the destination address correctly. 

 

For local communications, MSMI protocol allows 

systolic cells to communicate and synchronize 

without any header information overheads.  This low-

level communication makes it possible for the 
systolic cells increase their compute power for 

parallel processing.  For global communications, 

MSMI protocol allows systolic cells to communicate 

and synchronize across WAN links with 

packetization i.e. header/address and data information 

and with full flow controlling by establishing up to 

25M flows. 

 

When an access to the centralized shared memory 

happens on from remote CCC-Device, a physical 

transfer of “memory contents”/data between two 

memory pools takes place on the CCC Devices by 

parallel communications[10] between memory cell to 

memory cell.  All transfers of memory contents are 
packetized with unit memory elements where a unit 

memory element is addressed by its CAS/RAS.  

These memory elements are framed as packets with 

header, address and data indicators by the MSMI 

protocol. 

 

All packets having same memory pool‟s source and 

destination address form one Flow Block.  These 

Flow Blocks will have several Packet Blocks of 

Packets on each Flow Block. This establishes flow 

controlling for CCC-Ack-Processing to make sure 

zero packet drops during their flight in WAN links.  
On a WAN link, several (~25M) such Flow Block 

chains will be established between any two CCC 

Devices, providing tremendous amount of super 

computing power. 

 

FIG. 11 illustrates how the MSMI protocol performs 

over long-distance communications.  As shown in 

FIG. 11, the MSMI long distance communication 

requires two CCC-Devices 210 and 212, which are at 

either end of a fiber trunk 212. The trunk 212 has a 

Round Trip Time (“RTT”) of TRNK seconds.  

 
Fig-11 

 

In each of the CCC-Devices 210, 212 there are two 

major processes: one for packets (pkts) originating 

from inside, called Direction 1 (Dir1); and one for 

packets entering from the trunk into the CCC-Device, 

called Direction 2 (Dir2).  The sending device‟s 

packet controller (“PC”; shown inside CCC-Device 

210) and the receiving device‟s packet controller 

(“PC”; shown inside CCC-Device 212) can each 
reverse (Transmit-TX/Receive-RX) at any moment 

with their own flows (i.e., packet streams with the 

same ID).  The packet controller of one CCC-Device 

210 makes memory locations as packets to be sent to 

another CCC-Device 212.  A flow ID for MSMI 

traffic is having the same memory block addresses 

and ports.  To identify a flow, the addresses are 

hashed and ported into one 64-bit number.  The 

diagonal lines 216 and 218 shown in FIG. 11 are 

CCC-D constructed traffic of three types: Signaling 

packets (SigPkts); fAcks (which are fake Acks) 
generated by the CCC-Device; or retransmissions of 

lost packets.  Sigpkts convey information between the 

two CCC-Devices 210, 212 about a flows local loop 

rate, local loop delay, packets sent, and error 

information.  FIGS. 12 and 13 illustrate this process. 

 

To greatly reduce the time, it takes a sender to deliver 

data to a receiver, one must greatly increase the 
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operating rate of the flow while reducing the time to 

get to the operating rate.  MSMI can achieve much 
higher rates if the RTT between it and a receiver 

which acks its packets is very small.  This is achieved 

if the two local loops (Shown in Fig. 11) are short 

with low RTTs and the CCC-Ds can somehow 

maintain this high speed across the trunk.  Until the 

trunk saturates, the rate will be limited by the longer 

local loop.  As the local loop inside the CCC-Device, 

its local loop RTT will be very low and the user‟s 

local loop at the other end will be the controlling 

factor.  The maximum rate of his connection and its 

distance will control the max transfer rate, not the 

trunk (or trunks) or the CCC-Device‟s local loop or 
its clock speed.  

 

If both local loops in CCC-Devices are connected at 

10 Gbps, then their Max Rate will be determined by 

the Trunk load with a maximum for a 10 Gbps trunk 

of 8 Gbps.  As trunks today are usually loaded to an 

average of 50% to avoid synchronization overload, if 

the CCC-D‟s also manages the flows to be smooth, 

not saw toothed, and manages their rates more rapidly 

to control the total load, safe utilization of ~95% can 

be achieved.  This saves the cost of a second trunk 
and thus more than offsets the cost of the CCC-

Devices, producing a major cost savings. 

 

 
 

The low RTT for the sender CCC-Device allows a 

much faster rate increase ramp than TCP over the 

Trunk RTT. The gain is proportional to the Round-

Trip Times (RTT‟s).  So, if the Trunk is 10ms long 
(RTT time) and the sender‟s local loop time is 1ms 

long that is a 10:1 potential speedup. Cross-country 

would be 40:1. In most cases this is too fast and must 

be controlled to be somewhat slower but still the rise 

time to Max Rate will be much faster.  

 

The rate is not reduced by distance except for the 

Local loop distance/time (processing time).  Once 

packets are acknowledged by the 1st CCC-Device, it 

stores the copies if needed.  The trunk itself has no 
switch or router to drop packets so there is no 

distance slowdown effect.  The second CCC-Device 

keeps another copy of packets so that losses on the 

final local loop can be quickly resent.  Thus, it is 

possible to quickly ramp up to the maximum sender 

rate and maintain that rate.  If one is sending to a 

faster or equivalent CCC-Device the max rate of the 

sender is easy to achieve.  For backups to a data 

center server this allows the sender‟s highest rate 

subject to trunk capacity. 

 
As TCP operates today, it does a SYN and in an RTT 

receives a SYN-ACK to confirm.  Then it sends two 

packets and in a RTT receives an ACK allowing it to 

send 4 packets.  As long as no error occurs this 

continues to double the packets sent and thus the rate 

every RTT.  When the net or the receiver overloads, a 

packet will be lost or delayed which signals the 

sender to cut the rate in half, change to a slower 
increase pace and keep this process up creating a saw 

tooth wave shape, one cycle every error.  The 

constant feedback end-to-end helps limit overloading 

the receiver with too many packets too fast.  

 

This limitation is missing for the dual CCC-Device 

system, as it could ramp up extremely fast with a low 

delay sender local loop well in advance of the 

receiver seeing any data packets. If the receiver or its 

local loop has a lower rate limit than the sender, this 

creates a problem where the overload could be 
thousands of packets too many, in way too short a 

time. In such circumstances, a new technique called 

“Smooth Merge” has been developed to make this 

work perfectly, even better than normal TCP.  

 

FIGS. 14 and 15 show the Smooth Merge where the 

Sender CCC-Device peaks above the receiver, then 
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drops, and when merged returns to the receiver rate. 

The receiver is at rate in 30ms whereas on the top 
with standard TCP the sender peaks in 92ms and 

starts its saw tooth behavior getting the receiver to 

rate in 100ms. Both trunks have 15ms RTTs.  Smooth 

Merge involves two ramp rates for the sender end and 

holding a fixed rate to the receiver after a receiver 

loop error while signaling the 1st CCC-Device to 

slow the sender to 50% of that rate.  

 

 

 
Fig-14Fig-15 

 

Packets are saved in the second CCC-Device as they 

arrive too fast for the receiver rate.  This process 
allows the first CCC-Device to determine exactly 

when to raise the rate up to the receiver rate so that 

the packets received by the second CCC-Device just 

merge into the receiver as the saved packets have all 

been sent.  Thankfully CCC-Devices have many 

cores to support complex computations to be 

executed in few nanoseconds to microseconds.  

 

This insures that the receiver never loses a whole 

bunch of packets as happens in normal TCP when the 

senders double speed spray of packets arrives and 

cannot be slowed for the full RTT delay. In the dual 
CCC-Device system the sender‟s rate at the receiver 

is only modestly above the rate causing an error and 

is slowed quickly to 80% of that rate based on the 

small local loop RTT.  Thus, error recovery is fast 

and the receiver gets a fixed rate stream after the 

error.  

 

When the streams have merged, and sender and 

receiver are both held at the same rate the system 

waits a period and tries higher rates again every so 

often until fixed at the best rate obtainable. As a 

result, the performance where the receiver or receiver 
local loop are the rate limiting factor gets up to the 

max RATE fast, and smoothly adapts to the receive 

rate limit with minimal error recovery problems, 

much less than occur in normal TCP. 

 

A much more precise and efficient (no packet 

recovery) method is to use the receiver window plus 

delay to control the rate.  The sender is mandated to 

not send more packets than the receiver window says 

can be received per RTT.  The rate it then sends 

depends on the packets allowed, times their size 

divided by the round-trip delay. As the receiver 
window has limited range the RTT can also be 

adjusted by delaying the fAck thus expanding the 

RTT. This provides a powerful ability to set the 

sender rate precisely to any rate (after the first few 

ms), Thus when a rate reduction is needed for the 

trunk overload, all flows can have their rate directly 

dropped as required a few ms after their next packet 

arrives. So, the trunk load can be controlled rapidly in 

a few ms.Thus, it can be held at 95% with ease.  

Similarly, when a receiver on a flow has an error, the 

input rate can be dropped by 4:1 rapidly with one 
fAck. Another benefit is that there needs to be no saw 

tooth to find the receiver max rate, the sender rate can 

be increased smoothly at any rate slope desired. Then 

if an error occurs, the rate that caused it is known and 

the rate need not be dropped in half but 10-20% can 

work. Precise rate control allows dramatically 

smoother rates, which largely eliminate router and 

switch packet losses for the flows. This applies to all 

routers in each flows path. Applied to all trunks in a 

network, router losses should go to zero. 

A major problem with TCP is limiting the ability of 

routed networks to about 50% utilization is flow 
synchronization. When a router has a brief overload, 

it drops packets from its queue. Those flows that were 

caught in the discard drop their rate in half and 

restart. Unfortunately, they all restart at the same 

time. When their saw tooth‟s peak at the same time 

they catch other flows in a router discard. This 

multiplies fast until most all flows have synchronized 

peaks. The router now must buffer packets during the 

huge peaks to smooth the load being passed to the 

next trunk. As a result, the router delay increases 

toward 1 RTT. It can now operate smoothly at high 
utilization, but the added delay hurts every flow, 

doubling their round-trip time. This effect is 

sufficiently harmful to customer performance that 

capacity is normally added to hold the average 

utilization closer to 50% where synchronization is 

unlikely.  

 

In the present proposed dual CCC-Device system, 

this problem is avoided by treating each flow 

separately with no common queue.  Also, with short 

local loops at either end of the trunk and using the 

receiver window to precisely control flow rates with 
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no saw tooth, the control is so rapid that any overload 

can be controlled quickly.  As packets are not 
discarded to control rate, there is no synchronization.  

Utilization can then be increased to ≥95% without 

adding delay, either in the gateways or in the adjacent 

routers. 

 

MSMI protocol provides communication between 

any two CCC-Devices (dual) establishing a closed 

loop control system between them with feedback in 

real-time.  In order to stream packets across a long 

trunk between CCC-Devices, traditional protocols 

such as TCP need to receive an ACK for each packet 

window which adds the round-trip delay (RTT) 
between each window.  Instead, MSMI protocol 

locally acknowledges packets, adds signaling packets 

and streams the packets at the agreed rate into the 

MSMI Protocol.  At the other end of the trunk the 

MSMI returns the signaling packets to their origin 

with the marked rate.  The packets are converted back 

to standard rate of MSMI and exited. Again, the 

MSMI streamlines the packets including managing 

the acknowledgements and packets lost in the 

remaining network section. Thus, the long trunk with 

the MSMI protocols acts as a lossless, low delay 
section between the two node sections at either end, 

insuring end-to-end reliability with greatly reduced 

delay and high throughput on the long WAN links. 

 

The MSMI protocol measures the rate of each 

individual flow and continually adjusts the available 

rate flows to fill the trunk to 99% if possible.  It 

marks the signaling packets in the flow with the 

maximum rate they can stream.  Streaming media is 

generally streamed at their maximum arrival rate.  

Packets are not dropped to slow the end application; 

the rates provide that sort of feedback, which the 
MSMI protocol manages through delayed ACK‟s and 

local buffering. 

 

The following table shows the difference between 

MSMI and TCP/IP or a 10Gbps Trans-Atlantic trunk 

of 3459 miles (i.e., New York City, USA to London, 

UK), with a fiber speed of light delay at 28 

milliseconds, and packet groups having a size of 65 

kB. 

 
 

Thus, besides cutting delay, MSMI streams packets, 

as opposed to forcing packets to wait for ACKs, 

which at long distances causes very low throughput.  

MSMI-Flow control mechanism (~20M flows) 

returns the traffic to its maximum throughput.In order 

to stream packets across a long trunk, TCP needs to 

receive an ACK each packet window which adds the 

round-trip delay (RTT) between each window.  

Instead, the MSMI locally acknowledges packets, 
adds signaling packets and streams the packets at the 

agreed rate into the MSMI Protocol.  At the other end 

of the trunk the MSMI returns the signaling packets 

to their origin with the marked rate.  The packets are 

converted back to standard rate of MSMI and exited. 

 

The MSMI streamlines the packets including 

managing the acknowledgements and packets lost in 

the remaining network section.  Thus, the long trunk 

with the MSMI protocols acts as a lossless, low delay 

section between the two node sections at either end 

insuring end-to-end reliability with greatly reduced 
delay and high throughput on the long trunk.  The 

MSMI protocol measures the rate of each individual 

flow and continually adjusts the available rate flows 

to fill the trunk to 99% if possible. It marks the 

signaling packets in the flow with the maximum rate 

they can stream.  Streaming media is generally 

streamed at their maximum arrival rate.  The MSMI 

protocol also has an extremely effective traffic 

monitoring display including showing the rates and 

applications.  Packets are not dropped to slow the end 

application; the rates provide that sort of feedback, 
which the MSMI protocol manages through delayed 

ACK‟s and local buffering. 

 

The purpose of the MSMI protocol is to help 

referential decoupling and to be suitable for algorithm 

development, as the developer can focus on the actual 

algorithm and not on where the data actually is or 

how (or how efficiently) it is transferred.  The 

protocol has the following goals: 1) achieve a wide 

area high performance implementation of single super 

computing device with multiple distributed 

computing nodes interconnected as fabric, forming 
“Fabric as System Technology” (FaST); and 2) allow 

programs to access any memory location any memory 

mapped I/O devices within/across FPGAs which may 

be geographically distributed thousands of miles apart 

with a high degree of efficiency. 

 

The MSMI protocol supports unified programming 

model across CCC appliances with thousands of 

cores.  The protocol connects two CCC-DEVICE 

appliances with following built-in mechanisms: 

Shared Memory Interconnects, and Cache Coherency.  
The protocol design is based on three principles: (1) 

Transmission of Scalable memory sizes; (2) Access 

to Global shared memory address space; and (3) 

Cache / Memory coherence.  An efficient wide scale 

implementation of a FaST, one of the most powerful 

and at the same time “programmer-friendly” 

paradigms in parallel programming would leverage 

the usage of optical networks on a larger scale and for 

more applications. 

 

Shared memory interconnects often perform well 

when communicating within a box/machine or across 
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two boxes which are apart few meters up to 20mts 

within a room. They usually depend on TCP/IP for 
their box-to-box communications requirements. 

While these cable lengths are acceptable to a certain 

extent, they fail to extend the reach of fabric of boxes 

beyond a single machine room or a building. This 

imposes a severe performance penalty on utilizing 

boxes for communications/computing, which are 

miles apart at WAN distances for HPC.  Adding on to 

this, a latency addition of about 5 us per km of 

distance is observed and these larger wire latencies 

cannot be hidden from the applications used for 

computing and communicating.  Hence, the 

communication protocols used for Shared Memory 
Interconnects over WAN need to be designed. 

 

A thorough understanding of SMI over WAN 

communications is needed for different transport 

protocols with respect to WAN delays and 

communication patterns in order to effectively 

redesign existing HPEC long-haul communications 

and design the next generation‟s HPEC based 

systems. 

 

The MSMI protocol supports any optimizations to 
enhance over-all communications performance over 

WAN and accommodates small WAN delays up to 

(100 us) and still sustain performance.  The protocol 

utilizes large size packet transfers and parallel 

communication streams to improve the bandwidth 

utilization of the WAN link significantly.  The 

protocol supports a CCC-DEVICE fabric‟s intra-

fabric communications design to offer low latency 

and high bandwidth.  The protocol supports both 

Send-Receive and Memory-to-Memory transfer 

semantics over FPGA cores. 

 
The protocol provides Reliable Connected (RC) 

transport mechanism for SMI over WAN for long 

distances with complete reliability.  The protocol 

supports communications with jumbo packet sizes of 

up to 8/16GB.  The protocol handles scaling with 

significant number of FPGA processing cores sharing 

data to avoid overloading interconnect between CCC-

DEVICE nodes with coherency traffic which would 

seriously reduce real data throughput. 

 

All tasks on one CCC-DEVICE appliance can access 
all memory and IO resources of other configured 

CCC-DEVICE appliance in a fabric of CCC-

DEVICE appliances.  This is of great value to users 

and the ultimate way to virtualization of all system 

resources.   

 

4.3. CCC-Shared Memory Architecture 

In the current existing Distributed Shared Memory 

systems, the global shared address space which is 

formed out of the segments in the local memories are 

designated as shared and mapped to this space 

through programmable mapping tables. This type of 

traditional architecture requires a hardware 

implemented update mechanism at a fine data 
granularity. 

 

In contrast, in the CCC paradigm the computing and 

communications are connected as one through the 

memory reconfigures the hardware programming of 

any application through dynamic systolic arrays. 

These systolic array pathways, which are part of the 

hardware drives the data from node as self-steering in 

real-time making the remote data available locally 

always. This does not require any replication 

algorithms or coherence models to keep data updated 

in non-demand, anticipatory manner with typical 
broadcast or multi-cast to all nodes. Thus, CCC-

compute nodes do not stall on writes, and 

computation overlaps with communication. This is a 

main source of performance improvement typical for 

relaxed memory consistency models.  

 

CCC‟s self-steering systolic pathways ensure no 

contentions and latencies in memory accesses as the 

CCC‟s inherent MSMI protocol makes these physical 

systolic pathways into MSMI flow control 

mechanism for remote memory access ensuring 
unrestricted access to shared data and simultaneous 

access to local memory. This is very fundamental to 

CCC technology as there is no difference between 

space (memory/cores) and time (latency) make any 

geographically distributed compute nodes as one 

single big computing system. 

 

The various embodiments disclosed herein can be 

implemented as hardware, firmware, software, 

architecture or any combination thereof.  Moreover, 

the software is preferably implemented as an 

application program tangibly embodied on a program 
storage unit or computer readable medium.  The 

application program may be uploaded to, and 

executed by, a machine comprising any suitable 

architecture.  Preferably, the machine is implemented 

on a computer platform having hardware such as one 

or more central processing units (“CPUs”), a 

memory, and input/output interfaces.  The computer 

platform may also include an operating system and 

microinstruction code.  The various processes and 

functions described herein may be either part of the 

microinstruction code or part of the application 
program, or any combination thereof, which may be 

executed by a CPU, whether or not such computer or 

processor is explicitly shown.   

 
Fig-17 
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FIG. 17 illustrates how a shared memory architecture 

210 can be implemented on a single FPGA 200.  
Within an FPGA, the implementation of shared 

memory is based on a Centralized Shared Memory 

200.  It supports large-scale dense CCC-cores based 

systems for direct information sharing as well as 

scalable Interconnection Network Based on MSMI 

protocol.  As shown in FIG. 24, shared memory is 

distributed across the CCC-Devices and frequently 

accessed locations are always local. 

 

 
Fig-24 

 

Mapping all FPGA‟s local shared memory onto a 

global address space shared by all FPGA‟s CCC-

cores creates a virtual global memory and provides 

global memory transparency across FPGA‟s with 
Extreme Low Latency Memory access performance.  

A self-steering systolic array based Shared Memory 

Algorithm is used to maintain consistency.  Virtual 

global memory is created across the CCC-Devices by 

mapping all CCC-Devices local shared memory into 

a global address space shared by MSMI Protocol over 

WAN links with ELL.  Systolic Array based 

read/write replication algorithm to read/write-shared 

data for all CCC-cores across all the CCC-Devices. 

 

The following CCC memory algorithms have been 

developed for space (memory/cores) and time 
(latency) continuation to make geographically 

distributed compute nodes as one single big 

computing system: 

Stream based multi-node memory segment access 

Paradigm; 

Data-Driven self-steering systolic array streams 

connecting remote memories; 

 

Rapid run-time reconfigurable systolic array 

pathways and pipelines for MSMI communication, 

i.e. memory to memory flow control; and 
Rapid placement and routing of systolic arrays on 

reconfigurable multi-cores for dynamic access of 

remote memory space. 

 

These algorithms ensure compute node fabric 

configuration, their network connectivity, coherence 

unit granularity and strong coherence policy, which 

make computing and communication continuity 

across the computing node without any space-time 

difference. 

 

4.4. CCC Programming Model 

In CCC programming, computation is based not on 
threads, but on dynamic systolic array networks.  In 

such circumstances, the programmer no longer has to 

worry about locks and indeterminacy of thread-based 

code, since the CCC programming regulates data 

flow within the networks of the systolic arrays and 

handles all issues related to task dispatch and 

synchronization. 

 

FIG. 25 explains broadly in 3 major steps how CCC-

Programing model converts any programming 

language into a CCC-Programming environment: (1) 

load any programming language into the CCC-
Device‟s memory; (2) a built-in Parser, parses the 

programming languages grammar to form a 

schematic tree of commands (Parser, itself is a built 

in systolic array resides in memory); and (3) convert 

these Schematic tree nodes into a dynamic systolic 

array networks to run on CCC-many cores. 

 

 
Fig-25 

 

Stage 1: In this stage, the built-in language parser 

synthesizes any programming or command 

interpreted language command lines and synthesizes 

them as command streams with both data and the 

code on which it is operating on to schematic tree of 

nodes.  This also fabricates the schematic tree of 

nodes to have explicit control over the data and the 

ports assigned for I/O.   

 

Stage 2: In this stage, the built-in parser converts 

Stage-1‟s structural specification of application 
commands into streams of systolic arrays for run-time 

configuration. Based on this information it constructs 

a data flow graph for the code on each cell of the 

systolic array from the first stage. Each sub command 

on individual cell further explodes (Fissions) into 

another systolic array. Placement and routing module 

assigns each cell of the systolic array a core and 

routes the interconnectivity of them through the 

network connector (NoC).  The results of each 

systolic array are assigned a port to report the final 

result. 
 

Stage 3: In this stage, the built-in parser does not deal 

with the individual cores or the ports, but links to the 

already fabricated systolic arrays (library) functions 

of Financial Engineering models such as Monte-Carlo 

methods and Risk Management models maybe on a 
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different FPGA cores. The results of each systolic 

array are assigned a port to report the final result. 
 

FIG. 16 illustrates how any sequential (C/C++) or 

command interpreted (MATLAB/SLANG) program 

can be executed in CCC-programming model.  In 

Stage 1, the Inference Stream Engine synthesizes any 

programming or command interpreted language 

command lines and synthesizes them as command 

streams with both data and the code on which it is 

operating on to schematic tree of nodes.  This also 

fabricates the schematic tree of nodes to have explicit 

control over the data and the ports assigned for I/O.  

At Stage 2, the Inference Stream Engine Transforms 
Stage-1‟s structural specification of application 

commands into streams of systolic arrays for run-time 

configuration. Based on this information it constructs 

a data flow graph for the code on each cell of the 

systolic array from the first stage. Each sub command 

on individual cell further explodes (Fissions) into 

another systolic arrays. Placement and routing 

module assigns each cell of the systolic array a core 

and routes the interconnectivity of them through the 

network connector (NOC).  The results of each 

systolic array are assigned a port to report the final 
result. 

 

 
Fig-16 

 

At Stage 3, the Inference Stream Engine does not deal 

with the individual cores or the ports, but links to the 
already fabricated systolic arrays (library) functions 

of Financial Engineering models such as Monte-Carlo 

methods and Risk Management models maybe on a 

different FPGA core or conventional server.  The 

results of each systolic array are assigned a port to 
report the final result. 

FIGS. 26A-26D illustrate an example of how a 

program is converted into CCC-programming.  In this 

example, one is tasked with evaluating the price of 

Interest Rate Variance Forward contract price at 

implied volatilities and hedge it with zero coupon 

bonds or Swap options on bonds i.e., 

 

Eval_PriceIRV_Forward @ Imp_Vol&& Hedge with 

ZCBonds || Options_on_Bonds 

 

The present problem is interpreted on single 
processor environment sequentially and the response 

from the existing system will slow and when any 

parameter is changed it takes the same amount of 

time in responding. The above command statement 

can be run on multi-core environment working 

parallel on many cores. Executing the above 

command on multiple cores on FPGA or on 

conventional servers makes the response to be at wire 

speeds. 

 

FIG. 26A illustrates how parsing is performed by a 
real-time systolic array.  In the present problem, the 

above programming command has 6 sub-commands: 

[Imp. Vol.], [Interest Rate], [Bond Type 1], [Bond 

Type 2], [Eval Price]; and [IRV Forward].  In the 

CCC solution, these 6 sub-commands form a systolic 

array with 6 cells.   

 

 
Fig-26A 

 

 
Each cell of this systolic array configured on a 

computing core.  The resulting systolic array is 

shown in FIG. 26B. As the above command has 6 sub 

commands as. Below: 

 

 
In the CCC solution these 6 sub-commands form a systolic array with 6 cells. Each cell of this systolic array 

configured on a computing core. 
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Fig-26B 

 

The core idea is to take an interpreted language code 

and build a real-time systolic array as the language 

fed through the system. Now each sub command (e.g. 

IRV_Forward, Hedge) may again have their own sub-

commands: [Imp_Vol]; [Hedge]; [ZC Bond]; 

[Options_On_Bonds]; [Eval Forward Swap Rate]; 

[Eval PVBP (Price Value Basis Point)]; [Eval 

MMA]; [Eval Radon Nikodim RNP].  The cells 

corresponding to the sub-commands will further 

explode (Fissions) into another systolic array with 

eight cells, one for each sub command as shown in 

FIG. 26C.  FIG. 26D shows the systolic arrays shown 

in FIGS. 26B and 26C together. 

 

 
Hedge sub command may again have their own sub-commands as shown below: 

 

 

So the cells corresponding to the sub-commands will further explode (Fissions) into another systolic array with 

8 cells one for each sub command as shown below: 

 

Fig-26C 

Together the above systolic arrays can be shown as below: 
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Fig-26C 
 

Similarly, all the cells of the systolic array discussed 

above again fissions (explodes) into their own 

systolic arrays, forming a network of systolic arrays.  

This fission of systolic arrays takes place until there 

are no more functions in any cell of any systolic array 

(i.e. recursively flowing the run-time systolic arrays 

(RTSA‟s) down to Individual Primitive Operations, 

Primitive Functions, Individual dB Queries, and 

Individual I/O operations).  Thus, this recursive 

process builds a network of systolic arrays running on 
massive number of computing cores. 

 

These networks of systolic arrays execute their own 

primitive operations simultaneously in clock pulse 

achieving wire speed execution of price evaluation of 

Interest Rate Variance Forward contract with proper 

hedging either with Zero coupon bonds or with 

options on bonds. If any parameter is changed in the 

command parameters or in the feedback loop, the 

same systolic array will execute with the new 

parameters giving results in wire speeds. 

 

 
Fig-27 

 

FIG. 27 shows how CCC-Programming Model 

converts any Application written in conventional 

programming languages becomes a Dynamic Systolic 

Array of Networks in Memory, how they look in 

memory.  Thus, CCC-Programming model converts 

any application‟s programs written in C/C++ or 

Command interpreted languages become a network of 

systolic arrays working on thousands of multi-core 

providing high computing power. 

 

4.5. CCC The FaST Model 

Real-time information is critical.  With changes in 

today‟s markets and daily alterations in exchange 

platforms and specifications, trading horizons need to 

extend further forward than ever.  Customers need 

real time access to execute and capture trades across 
multiple exchanges and instantaneously and 

accurately incorporate that information within their 

risk management system.  Needless to say, in 

Financial Markets microseconds can mean millions of 

dollars to trading firms.  Ultra-Low latency solutions 

built on holistic, experience driven, and pragmatic 

approach can systematically shave time to provide 

ultra-high-speed inter connectivity between 

exchanges and facilitate financial markets to trade 

financial instruments across the exchanges including 

algorithmic and high frequency trading especially in 

the cross-asset trading arena.  By understanding the 
market trends, one might conclude that algorithmic 

and high frequency trading are the main drivers 

behind increasing network bandwidth demands. 

 

Five trading industry trends are key to understanding 

how the complexity of financial services markets 

translates into trading network connectivity 

considerations: 

 

 Increasing geographical market diversification; 

 Increasing asset-class diversification; 

 Expanding numbers of financial markets 

participants; 

 Exponentially expanding data volume; and 

 Financial industry regulatory impact. 

 

The principle of CCC addresses such a demand and 

pave way to the development of “Fabric as System 

Technology” (“FaST”), which can truly integrate the 

connectivity of the geographically distributed CCC 

Devices in real-time with extreme low latency and 

high throughput.  
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Fabric as System Technology achieves low latency 

computing and communications capabilities by 
interconnecting the CCC Devices with hundreds of 

processors on FPGA forms a fabric, provides 

following tenets: 

 

 One Machine, multiple instances across 

geographically distributed 

exchanges/brokers/clients 

 Applications run without Compile / Link / Run 

and without OS or Protocol Stack burden. 

 Multiple geographically distributed CCC-

Devices can be connected using CCC-MSMI in 
real-time to achieve supercomputing for 

processing large data sets over the applications. 

 

The proposed FaST design supports expansion of 

fabric by adding new CCC-Devices and is very 

unique providing distributed super computing and 

communications connecting multi-source data of 

multiple CCC-Devices.  The architecture of the 

platform supports adding of new CCC-Devices as 

new building blocks without disturbing the existing 

business mechanisms and grows from single point 

CCC-Devices to geographically distributed CCC-
Devices to cater the data transmission/distribution 

and computing services to the wide range of 

subscribed client data-centres.  The FaST technology 

unites all the processors, memory and IO resources of 

all the CCC-Devices and provides unified access to 

all of them on metal by Metal Shared Memory 

Interconnects (MSMI).   

 

Any process running on any CCC-Device in the 

system can use any part of the FaST memory 

regardless of the physical location of the memory is 
on a different CCC-Device.  Strong Coherency Model 

over MSMI and FPGA based multi-core computing 

CCC-Device nodes provide high performance from 

the FaST architecture.  FIG. 18 illustrates a model of 

how FaST is implemented. 

 

 
Fig-18 

 

MSMI Coherency Model provides scalable fabric of 

CCC-Devices supporting unified programming model 

that stays the same from the single multi-core FPGA 

used CCC-Device to the largest imaginable single 
system image FaST that may contain thousands of 

processors.  MSMI provides very low latency of 

about 5.0μs per mile and a high bandwidth up to 

2Gbytes per second.  As there is no OS or protocol 

communication overhead, a strong coherence 

improving response latency is provided. 
Compared to conventional processing nodes like 

Xeon/Arc cores, CCC-Device nodes with FPGA 

cores deliver supercomputing power at 1/100th the 

cost and 1/200th the power consumption while 

providing the highest compute density.  This benefit 

becomes more attractive when a large volume of 

datasets has to be generated and disseminated, 

significant computation is needed in data-center 

nodes. Applications running on FaST can therefore 

benefit from real-time data with a strong coherence 

guarantee at little cost.  A collection of CCC devices 

connected to trunks can operate as a FaST-closed 
subnet to insure minimal delay, no loss, and high 

throughput.  The CCC devices will not queue or drop 

packets since all links to the other devices are flow 

controlled not to overload by controlling all the flows 

end-to-end memory. 

 

 
Fig-19 

 

FIG. 19 illustrates a collection of CCC devices 

connected to WAN trunks, which form a multi-device 

system acting as one system under FaST.  FaST 

supports unified programming model across CCC-

Devices with thousands of cores.  These devices may 

be within several yards to several 10,000 of miles.  

Using FaST, CCC-Devices at multiple locations 

Exchanges/brokers/clients on WAN links act as one 

Machine running both computing trading algorithms 
and communicating trades across the exchanges.  The 

FaST design is fully based on High Performance 

Embedded Computing (HPEC), applications run 

without Compile / Link / Run and without OS or 

Protocol Stack burden.  Multiple geographically 

distributed CCC-Devices connected using CCC-

MSMI on WAN links achieve supercomputing for 

processing large sets of data in real-time.  

 

Following is physical layout of the FaST Deployment 

Model  for Exchange Connectivity Solution: 
 

 FaST installs and manages CCC-Devices, 

Systems Software and Network connectivity. 

 Supports different connectivity options: E.g. For 

Institutional Traders /Broker Dealers etc. 

Managed Network; Leased Circuits etc. 

 Brokers may connect directly to the respective 

local exchanges or through the CCC‟s popt-to-

point FaST or CCC‟s FaST fabric through CCC-

Devices.               
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Fig-22 

 

4.6. CCC Device Polymorphism 

Device Polymorphism is a concept from CCC 

Technology meaning there can be many devices each 

CCC-Device act both as Gateway or Compute Node 
but they act as one device.  In other words, one 

machine/device/appliance, with multiple instances 

spread across time zones. For E.g. the CCC-

devices/appliances all communicate e.g., “distributed 

market data computed information” or other 

information across all the devices/appliances and the 

same content is available whether it is used or not.  

As an example, this capability means as market 

trends change, trading rules/strategies may change 

accessing different technical indicators from other 

devices.  

 
All devices/appliances have the same system software 

but the individual “machine‟s” horsepower may vary 

based on their specific configuration type and 

function.  These different types of the 

devices/appliances based upon function/application 

include:  CCC-Edge, CCC-CR & CCC-XR. 

As an example, the CCC Edge may be at CO-Lo of 

the exchanges, traders or particular other trading 

venues/client locations such as other banks, etc.  The 

devices/appliances all do some common activities 

like processing market data across the time zones i.e., 
implied volatility, arbitrage conditions (continuously 

compute price variations), speculation, and hedging. 

When necessary any two devices/appliances can 

communicate independently for a particular business 

decision to be executed. 

 

If we interconnect two exchanges (E.g. CNX – 

HKEX) by a fabric of CCC devices, we can see how 

they are acting on multiple roles as matching engines 

at the CO-Lo of exchanges, clearing engines are the 

clearing houses, or as a Gateway at the 
brokers/service providers facility.  Though all these 

devices act as one system their functional behavior is 

determined by the superimposed characteristic 

functions.  

Fig-2 

 
 

FIGS. 20 and 21 shows how FaST can be utilized in a 

financial trading environment using device 

polymorphism.  If two exchanges (E.g. CNX – 

HKEX) were interconnected by a fabric of CCC 

devices, one can see how they are acting on multiple 

roles as a matching engine at the CO-Lo of 

exchanges, clearing engines are the clearing houses, 

or as a Gateway at the brokers/service providers 

facility.  Though all these devices act as one system, 
their functional behavior is determined by the 

superimposed characteristic functions.  

Fig-21 

 
 

V. LABORATORY PROTOTYPE TEST 

RESULTS 

 
As a prototype we have created minimum of 8 CCC 

cores on each FPGA vertex 7 board as below. 

Then we added 3 boards in each CCC-Device -1 and 

2. Each CCC core the MSMI protocol is loosely 

embedded as bit file on each flash memory of the 

core. In real life system this MSMI protocol will be 

on the metal fully at each core. We inter-connected 3 

such boards on each CCC device in a daisy chain by 

2x10 Gbps fiber, that gives us 24 CCC cores on each 

CCC-device. Created a single flow one each direction 

only as a test. 
 

5.1. Single core design on a Xilinx vertex-7 FPGA 

(with available DSP’s and LUT’s on the die) 
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5.2. Description of the system/logic in the FPGA is: 

 
1. Xilinx MicroBlaze processor area optimized 

flavor core is used. There are sixty-four, (64), 

such cores, hooked onto AXI bus fabric. Each 

core has individual instruction and data memory, 

each 512 deep implemented with the BRAM 

blocks. There is no cache and the core does 

supports floating point arithmetic.  

2. A flash interface for the on-board flash memory 

is system peripheral used to boo the cores.  

3. A DDR3 controller as slave for these sixty-four, 

(64), cores are hooked onto the AXI bus fabric.  

4. A PCI express IP core along with a third-party 
DMA is hooked onto AXI bus as another 

peripheral in the system.  

5. Custom designed RTL logic is used to as a slave 

peripheral of the system, through which the 

SFP+ connectors are accessed by the system.  

6. GPIOs for on board LEDs/switches etc. and a 

JTAG UART for debug purpose are other 

peripherals.  

7. A PLL on FPGA is used to generate the required 

frequency (156.25MHz) from the external clock 

supplied by on board 200MHz fixed frequency 
oscillator.  

8. The VC709 board setup is controlled from a host 

PC. A GUI running on the host PC 

communicates with the VC709 board through 

PCI express.  

9. The GUI controls following operations of the 

FPGA based system.  

10. Algorithm to be loaded or to run on the multi-

core system.  

11. After loading the Algorithm, the GUI also 

controls the Start and Stop of the algorithm 

running as application on the processor cores.  
12. The GUI is also responsible for setting up control 

parameters for the Algorithms. The GUI also 

acquires and displays results for both the 

Algorithms. 

 

Multiple such processors are connected as below, 

showing 8-core as below: 

 
FPGA Bit File Design 

 

1. FPGA part number:  Xilinx XC7VX690T-

2FFG1761C  

2. Architecture Used: 

 To minimize the time required to get the 

demonstration systems running we reused as much as 
possible of the existing IP infrastructure of the Xilinx 

Connectivity Kit (see block diagram) 

 No Ethernet MAC layer IP required –Need a 

direct connection to the fiber. 

 Modified the AXI IP block to attach the 

“Core Interconnection” 

 Modified the IP block to allow “Read” and 

“Write” operations from the “Core Interconnection” 

to the DRAM IP, and the Fiber Connections 

 2 DRAM channels/blocks are used. 

3. New Blocks 

 Array of Cores 
 The number of cores will be specified by 

algorithm  

 Estimate the number of cores from 

Algorithm A & B pseudo code 

 Core Interconnection 

 Determine if “Core Interconnection” is 

required vs. using the existing AXI interfaces 

 Specify the inter-core connection micro-

architecture. 

 Assume AXI IP blocks  

 
4. High-Level Architecture if AXI can support 

the number of core 

 
 

5. High Level Architecture with “Core 

Interconnection” as below: 

 
 

6. 3 FPGA boards are interconnected as below 

giving 24 CCC-cores on each CCC-Device as below: 

Core

#1

AXI Interface
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DRAM PCIe Fiber 1 Fiber 2
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DRAM PCIe Fiber 1 Fiber 2
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5.3. The Test Setup: 

 

The test setup being used in Santa Clara, CA consists 

of four 10Gbps Servers connected in a chain, the 

same configuration that the product will be used in 

except that the distance and thus delay of the middle 
link and the packet losses normally experienced in 

packet networks is simulated.  

 
CCC-device-1: 
Receives simulated Market data calculates the price 

and vol. of stock to be purchased, for easy calculation 

the vol. of buy and sell stock is same. The estimated 

price with 30ms ahead is then transmitted to CCC-

device-2. 

CCC-device-2: 

Receives estimated prices from CCC-device and buys 

and sells stock at co-lo of the trading venue and 

updates the trade book accordingly. Sends back the 

actual price obtained to the CCC Device-1 for 

correction. 

 
Thus, both CCC-Device-1 and CCC-Device-2 form a 

closed loop control system and process the trades as 

per the Market data.We then counted the no. of trades 

executed with CCC-Devices and then with x86 

environment. 

 

x86 Environment: 

 

We also coded the same algorithm on x86 Xeon cores 

and estimation of the price is written in C/C++ and 

used regular intel 82599 NIC card to push the trades 
in FIX protocol. In the similar setup box-1 predicts 

the prices and sends to box-2 to trade at the co-lo and 

box-2 update the trade book. 

 

No. trades executed with CCC-Devices are graphed 

as below: 

 

Cumulative trades executed per sec with CCC 

devices were: 1.72MTPS (Million Trades Per 
Sec.)Whereas with x86 boxes with conventional 

computing on Xeon core boxes we get the trade 

execution graph as below: 

 
 

Cumulative trades executed per sec with conventional 

x86 devices were: 63000TPS (Trades Per Sec.) 

As can be seen in the test results above, CCC 
environment both computing and communication of 

trades done simultaneously, and the trade transfer 

speeds are way more than the x86 conventional boxes 

and there by no. of trades executed with CCC-

Devices are more than the x86 boxes. 

 

VI. CCC - TECHNOLOGY ROADMAP 

MARKET VERTICALS 

 

As described above a fully designed CCC-Device can 

be programmed with metal algorithms with its 

programming model to make them as products. 
Individual CCC-Devices in the FaST can be 

programmed to make them as products by embedding 

various Business Intelligences (BI‟s) with library of 

FE models (Algorithms) such an Analytics Engines, 

as Cross Asset Trading Engines, as Matching 

Engines, as Gateways, as switches, as Load Balancers 

using CCC-Device Polymorphism. These products 

can be deployed as fabric as a system in markets. 

These products also can be configured as individual 

products to improve performance of existing OS 

based systems as supporting devices such as 
accelerators and high-speed communication devices. 

Thereby CCC-Devices programmed using CCC 

technology paradigm can run at wire speeds. The 

chapter concludes with a summary of value 

proposition to the markets in which they 

deployed.Following 3 categories of products: 

 

1. CCC Devices in FaST as a product - fully on 

metal (Non-OS). 

2. CCC Devices out of FaST - Individual 

performance enhancing devices for already 

existing OS based systems. E.g. as a CCC-
Device as an add-on processor to do specific 

processing loads. 

3. CCC Technology in parts working alongside in 

an already existing OS based systems such a 

Symmetric Multi-Processor (SMP) clusters or in 

a super computing environment doing 

specialized computing and communication tasks 

such as aggregation of Xeon cores and their 

Board #1

Fiber

Fiber

Fiber

Fiber

Board #2

Fiber

Fiber

Fiber

Fiber

Board #3

Fiber

Fiber

Fiber

Fiber

10 Gbps

10 Gbps
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programming and increasing communication 

latencies/Bandwidth in a trunk. 
Here in the above e.g. CCC Device are programmed 

as FaST as a Product. 

 

 
Fig-23 

 

Using CCC-Programming model no. of compute 

intensive applications can be written on CCC-Devices 

can become products as given below: 

 

1) Large scale distributed processing on large/high 

frequency data sets for instance widely  distributed 

CCC-DEVICE nodes can process and precisely 

estimate market data quantities including volatility, 

correlation and betas from multiple trading venues 
across times zones placed in the shared memory by 

market data feeds;  

2) Easy implementation of 

synchronization/replication of distributed databases 

over large distances in near real-time on high 

frequency data;  

3) A WAN-sized, efficient, shared storage system for 

historical market data analytics.  

4). Support SOR.

 
Fig-24 

 

Thus, the products/systems built on CCC-devices can 

be deployed in markets performing as independent 

systems doing specialized compute intensive jobs like 

“Term Structure Analysis” OR can be used as FaST 

i.e. Fabric as System with geographically connected 
devices acting as one system OR as FaST working in 

an already existing datacenter doing specialized tasks 

such as replication/synchronization of several DB‟s in 

real-time.  

 

Compared to traditional CPU-only nodes, CCC-

Device‟s Computing Modules deliver 

supercomputing power at 1/100th the cost and 

1/200th the power consumption while providing the 

highest compute density. Therefore, clients can 

benefit from active caching with strong coherence 

guarantee at little cost.  
 

VII. CCC - TECHNOLOGY 

DIFFERENTIATORS 

 

Supercomputing models[12] built on SMP and NUMA 

have problems of scalability and adding on to that 

they depend on legacy communication protocols. 

That is SMP cannot scale beyond 128 as it is difficult 

ensure memory access to be same for all processors. 

On the other hand, NUMA, which cannot scale well 

beyond 256 sockets assumes that processors have 
their own main memory assigned to them and linked 

directly to their sockets and that a high-speed 

interconnect of some kind glues multiple 

processor/memory complexes together into a single 

system with variable latencies between local and 

remote memory. And the Cray‟s systems (Urika) with 

their multi-cored “ThreadStorm” processors can go 

together a maximum of 8,192 processors and 512 TB 

of main memory into a single shared memory system. 

That‟s 1.05 million threads and it is a far elegant 

thing. Cray has a global addressing scheme for its XC 

series of supercomputers, but it is less tightly coupled 
than NUMA and not, as yet, aimed at more generic 

enterprise applications but for very specific – and 

appropriately so – simulation and modeling 

applications. 

 

WhereasFaST technology does not have the problem 

of scalability, as it is not depending on the standard 

Xeon cores-based servers and depend on CCC-

Devices, which are built on thousands of cores on 

FPGA‟s with Metal Shared Memory Interconnects. 

Also, the CCC-programming model is very easy as 
any program can be run on multi-core in parallel, as it 

does not depend on the programmer.  The 

management of coherency across processing elements 

and their related memories have been embedded in 

hardware and largely masked from programmers. 

Instead of a cluster of discrete servers or processing 

nodes using MPI programs, everyone now can use 

something that looked, for all intents and purposes, 

like one giant workstation/super computer FaST with 

hundreds, thousands, and maybe even tens of 

thousands of cores instead of threads, which are non-

deterministic. 
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With CCC technology based FaST systems we 
achieve: 

 

 Scalability for both applications and enterprise 

critical databases of business intelligence. 

 Power/foot-print savings - Performance/watt for 

greater performance per square foot reducing 

cooling challenges, enabling more capable and 

denser data-center deployments. 

 Simplified, streamlined, centralized management 

of data computing/communications globally. 

 Higher System availability, more efficient 
utilization. 

 Improved end user experience and demonstrable 

efficiency gains. 

 

1. CCC Technology Differentiators – Multi-core 

programming 

 

As shown in the above table CCC technology 

computing model supports all types of parallelization 

including Systolic parallelism but not thread-based 

parallelism. 
 

2. CCC Metal (H/w) Programming Model – No OS and 

extremely dense FPGA cores 

 

CCC Technology allows for standard “off the shelf 

“FPGA‟s that can be configured with ~750+ 

processing cores per FPGA. This is equivalent to 

approximately one severs rack of 16 cores/server 

times 48 servers on a single FPGA. 

 

The technology allows the running of any existing 

programs written in C/C++ or any command-
interpreted programs like Matlab, SLANG directly on 

to FPGA cores without co-processor or OS burden 

i.e. without converting the code as 

RTL/Verilog/OpenCL. 

   

CCC‟s metal algorithms allow a software 

programmer to compile/link/load and run his software 

application directly on device hardware (“the metal”) 

providing Super Computer Performance and Extreme 

Low Latency links for demanding financial 

applications. 
 

3. CCC-Technology based FaST (Fabric as System 

Technology) Model – No OS and extremely dense 

FPGA cores 

 

FaST system software written in hardware 

programming model with metal algorithms provide 

Super Computer Performance and Extreme Low 

Latency links for demanding financial applications. 

  

Multiple CCC-Devices/Appliances with ELL links to 

produce Fabric of CCC Devices/Appliances that 
looks like a “single” machine that crosses different 

geographies, asset classes, and trading venues and 

provides distributed supercomputing. 

 

Using CCC‟s FaST Technology eliminates the burden 

of mainstream operating systems and thereby related 

protocol overheads, physical servers, routers and 

switches. This solution allows a “step-function” 

increases in performance. 

 
 

VII. SUMMARY AND FUTURE RESEARCH 

 

All examples and conditional language recited herein 

are intended for pedagogical purposes to aid the 

reader in understanding the principles of the 

technology and the concepts contributed by the 
authors to furthering the art and are to be construed as 

being without limitation to such specifically recited 

examples and conditions.  Moreover, all statements 

herein reciting principles, aspects, and embodiments 

of the technology, as well as specific examples 

thereof, are intended to encompass both structural and 

functional equivalents thereof.  Additionally, it is 

intended that such equivalents include both currently 

known equivalents as well as equivalents developed 

in the future, i.e., any elements developed that 

perform the same function, regardless of structure.It 

will be understood that the embodiments described 
herein are merely exemplary and that a person skilled 

in the art may make many variations and 

modifications without departing from the spirit and 

scope of the technology.  All such variations and 

modifications are intended to be included within the 

scope of the technology as disclosed herein. 
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